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Forgotten Books, United States, 2015. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Excerpt from Doctor Hunter On the east
bank of the Mississippi river a few miles north of the Twin Cities of Rock-Island and Moline, Illinois,
lies the little dead and buried town of Hampton. In its day a prosperous mining town, it lies now
asleep in the narrow bottom between the high bluffs and the wide river. In this town by whose
doorway the great river sweeps along, its polished surface extending a full mile between Hampton
and the Iowa shore, I spent two years of my childhood. In laying the plot of Doctor Hunter in
Hampton, therefore, I build my brain story amid scenes which are to me beautiful realities. That the
characters are drawn largely after living models, T will not deny. But I affirm that the story is my
own, to the best of my knowledge. The story in brief is this: Doctor Hunter is a man of fifty-five. A
native of Maine, and a resident of Riverside (Hampton) for many years. He is the type of country
doctor which ranks with the village...
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ReviewsReviews

This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely difficult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Valentin Hane MD-- Prof. Valentin Hane MD

These kinds of ebook is the ideal book readily available. Better then never, though i am quite late in start reading this one. You may like the way the
blogger publish this ebook.
-- Miss Pat O'Keefe Sr.-- Miss Pat O'Keefe Sr.
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